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Abstract—This work proposes a novel method for transistorlevel logic locking to address intellectual property (IP) piracy
and reverse engineering attacks in monolithic three-dimensional
(M3D) ICs. The proposed method locks logic gates by independently inserting parallel or serial locking transistors and camouflaged contacts in multiple tiers in M3D ICs. Without the correct
key bits and confidential information for camouflaged contacts,
the locked logic gates will malfunction and significantly alter
power profiles, which makes reverse engineering attacks more
difficult. The performance overhead of the proposed method is
evaluated with ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits synthesized and
placed with a customized M3D IC library. Case study on c6288
benchmark circuit shows that the proposed locking method with
the correct key increases the power by only 0.26%. On average,
this method consumes 2.3% more transistors than the baseline
ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits.
Index Terms—Hardware security, logic locking, logic encryption, reverse engineering, IP piracy, monolithic 3D ICs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Integrated circuit (IC) trustworthiness emerges as a serious
concern as the number of trusted foundries keeps decreasing [1]. The news, kill switches [2], hardware Trojan found
in the Pentagon computers [3], and compromised hardware in
commercial applications [4]–[6], all emphasize an imperative
need of considering security perspective while developing
future computational systems. Three-dimensional (3D) [7] ICs
pave a new path to improve computation density, instead
of increasing the transistor density of two-dimensional (2D)
chips. The promising monolithic 3D (M3D) ICs eliminate the
need for bulky through-silicon vias, wire bonding, interposer,
and die-stack structure, and thus accelerate the speed of intertier communications in 3D computational systems. Despite the
performance improvement, M3D technology leads to new security challenges [8], [9] over 2D ICs and 2.5/3D technologies.
Instead of targeting the security vulnerability in 3D ICs,
existing security countermeasures involved in 3D ICs leverage
3D structure to address the security issues in untrusted 2D ICs.
The stacked 3D ICs and 2.5/3D-packaging methods propose
to split the entire system into multiple tiers, one tier per
foundry [10]. Thus, a single foundry could not have the
complete picture of the entire design. However in M3D IC fabrication, all tiers and vertical interconnects are manufactured
by the same foundry, and thus splitting the system function
to multiple tiers does not help to protect M3D ICs. Moreover,
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the reverse engineering and hardware intellectual property (IP)
piracy attacks from untrusted testing entities, assembly parties,
and unauthorized users will challenge the security of M3D ICs
similar to 2D ICs.
This work investigates novel method to address the security
challenges in M3D ICs. We propose a transistor-level logic
locking method for M3D ICs to thwart reverse engineering and
IP piracy attacks. Due to the limited availability of commercial
3D cell library, we develop a set of logic cells, schematic
models and physical descriptions for HSPICE and Spectre
simulation tools. The rest of this work is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the related work, our 3D library development effort, and our contributions. Section III proposes a novel
camouflaged logic locking method and proves the concept with
an example. In Section IV, we evaluate our method in terms
of output Hamming distance, power consumption profile over
time, area overhead, and logic gate delay in several ISCAS’85
benchmark circuits. Section V concludes this work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Existing Logic Locking
Logic locking (or encryption) methods insert key-controlled
logic gates in combinational circuits to alter the original logic
function if a wrong key is applied. Without the correct key,
it is extremely difficult for an attacker to reverse engineer the
logic function (black box) based on the primary inputs and
outputs. Lightweight logic encryption can be performed by
adding XOR/XNOR gates to the original netlist [11]–[15];
an incorrect key bit may flip the primary output through
XORing logic ’1’ or XNORing logic ’0’. Alternatively, in
multiplexer based logic encryption [12], [16], [17], multiplexers are inserted as key gates in the middle of logic paths. In
addition to the original signal, another input for the key gate
(i.e. multiplexer) is an arbitrary internal net. If the applied
key is wrong, the multiplexer selects an arbitrary internal
net for the primary output computation. Works [18], [19]
suggest to implement logic gates as key-controlled lookup
tables (LUTs), which unfortunately will incur significant area,
power, and performance overhead. Recently, stack-based logic
encryption topologies have been proposed to reduce per-gate
overhead [20]. Those existing methods are all designed for 2D
ICs. If these methods are applied to M3D ICs, attackers could
use the same reverse engineering techniques developed for 2D

Fig. 1. Transistor-level (TL) monolithic 3D integration design style, where
all of the PMOS transistors are fabricated on one tier and all of the
NMOS transistors are fabricated on the other tier [21].

ICs to retrieve the key in 3D ICs. In this work, we exploit the
unique characteristics of M3D ICs to perform multi-tier logic
locking, where each tier can be locked independently.
B. Monolithic 3D ICs
M3D ICs enable ultra fine-grained vertical integration [22]
since the monolithic inter-tier vias (MIVs) are fabricated using
a similar process as the regular local metal vias. Multiple
tiers for M3D ICs are fabricated sequentially by the same
foundry. There are primarily three design styles for M3D ICs:
block-level, gate-level, and transistor-level [23]. In our work,
transistor-level monolithic 3D (TL-M3D) ICs are adopted.
Through this style, the P-channel MOSFET (PMOS) and Nchannel MOSFET (NMOS) within each standard cell are split
into two different tiers connected by MIVs. In each TL-M3D
standard cell, fabrication process for PMOS and NMOS are
separately optimized. PMOS transistors are placed on the
bottom tier and NMOS transistors are placed on the top tier
due to high temperature processing steps. In this work, we
developed a standard cell library for TL-M3D ICs [21] based
on the baseline 2D standard cell library FreePDK45 [24].
The process and physical characteristics for each 2D tier in
the M3D standard cell library are retrieved from FreePDK45,
including transistor models and physical characteristics (e.g.
metal layer parameters and parasitic information).
C. Our Contributions
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first effort
that studies logic locking for 3D ICs, more specifically
for M3D ICs. Our method places locking units in multiple
tiers independently. Without the complete key sequence
for all tiers, one leaked tier will not compromise the entire
design. In contrast, the two portions of a complete circuit
divided by split manufacturing have certain correlations,
which may be exploited by attackers to accelerate the
speed of reverse engineering the entire design.
• Unlike the existing logic encryption that locks combinational circuits with additional gates, our method locks
a logic gate with a single transistor and camouflaged
wires to power or ground grids. Four transistor-level
camouflaged locking units are proposed to obfuscate pullup or/and pull-down networks in logic gate cells. An
incorrect key will not only lead to a flipped output

Fig. 2. Proposed transistor-level camouflaged logic locking mechanism
for M3D ICs against reverse engineering and IP piracy attacks.

logic value, but could also result in either a floating
ground/power pin or a shorted ground/power line. As
our method increases the diversity of the consequences
caused by incorrect unlocking, it is more difficult for
attackers to succeed in reverse engineering and IP piracy.
III. P ROPOSED T RANSISTOR -L EVEL C AMOUFLAGED
L OGIC L OCKING M ETHOD
A. Method Overview
We propose a multi-tier logic locking mechanism for M3D
ICs to thwart reverse engineering attacks and IP piracy. We
assume that the attacker may use image-analysis based reverse
engineering techniques and primary outputs to retrieve the
original circuit design (black box). As shown in Fig. 2, a
functional block is fabricated in two tiers, PMOS pull-up
network (PUN) on the bottom tier and NMOS pull-down
network (PDN) on the top tier. PUN and PDN on different
tiers are independently locked by the proposed camouflaged
locking circuit. The number of locking units, key values,
and locking circuit locations for two tiers are different.
This arrangement protects the 3D circuit from attacks that try
to exploit the collaborative analysis on two tiers. An invalid
key applied to the locked functional block either leads to
malfunctions or/and significant changes on the power profile.
The locking keys are only available to authorized users. Even
if the complete layout is available to adversary, it would still
be highly challenging for attackers to reverse engineer the
entire locked 3D circuit. Our locking unit can be inserted with
parallel or serial locking configuration. In total, we propose
four locking configurations: PMOS parallel locking (PPL),
NMOS parallel locking (NPL), PMOS serial locking (PSL),
and NMOS serial locking (NSL).
B. Serial 3D Logic Locking
The concept of the proposed serial locking circuit is depicted in Fig. 3. The PMOS transistor (P1) is controlled by a
key bit (Key1). The power pin VDD and the P1 source terminal
are connected with PUN through camouflaged contacts. One
of the camouflaged contacts is filled with dielectric, which
results in only one real connection. As demonstrated in 2D
ICs, contact camouflaging is feasible and promising to thwart
image-analysis-based reverse engineering attacks [25]. The
locking circuit can also be applied to the PDN tier, where a
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Fig. 3. Proposed 3D logic cell with serial locking (PSL and NSL) against
reverse engineering attacks.

Fig. 4. Proposed 3D logic cell with parallel locking (PPL and NPL)
against reverse engineering attacks.
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NMOS locking together with a short-circuit wire are inserted
between the NMOS PDN and the real ground line. Different
Key1 and Key2 will help to reduce the correlation between tier
1 and tier 2. For simplicity, we use the same value for Key1
and Key2 in the following example. Table I lists the connection
configuration for the camouflaged contacts CN 1 , CN 2 , CP 1 ,
and CP 2 for different key value scenarios. In the first half
of Table I, the real design setting is as follows: the correct
key bit is 0, the contacts CN 1 and CP 2 are disconnected
with dielectric, only CN 2 and CP 1 are truly connected. The
hypothesis key of 1 will turn off PMOS P 1, thus causing a
floating VDD. Figure 3 depicts this scenarios. The second half
of Table I shows another configuration if the correct key bit
is 1. In this case, the camouflaged contacts CN 2 , CP 1 are
not truly connected. The wrong hypothesis key of 0 will turn
off NMOS N 1 and cause PDN to have a floating ground.
To implement this configuration, the camouflaged contacts in
Fig. 3 need to be modified.
C. Parallel 3D Logic Locking
Alternatively, the proposed camouflaged logic locking can
be performed in parallel with the original PDN and PUN, as
shown in Fig. 4. Contrary to the serial locking circuit, no shortcircuit wire is needed in parallel locking. If the correct key is
0 (the first half of Table II), the contact CN is truly connected
but the contact CP is disconnected in the camouflaged layout.
Because of the camouflaged disconnection in CP , the wrong
key bit (i.e. 1) produces a pull-down network always shorted
to ground. The second half of Table II indicates that the
camouflaged disconnection in CN will cause the pull-up
network always shorted to VDD if the wrong key of 0 is
applied to P 1.

Figures 3 and 4 show that a single transistor is used
in locking units. In real designs, the locking circuits for
PUN and PDN are not necessarily symmetric. Asymmetric
locking circuit will provide stronger protection against reverse
engineering attacks. Our method is particularly designed to
prevent the attacker from correlating PUN and PDN after the
separation of the PMOS and NMOS tiers. Our ultimate goal
is to thwart attackers from understanding the entire 3D IC
design. Even if the attacker retrieves the design of one tier, it
is still difficult to completely derive the design in another tier.
D. Proof of Concept
We used our monolithic cells to implement an ISCAS’85
benchmark circuit, c17. The VDD of one NAND2X1 gate
in c17 is locked by PSL shown in Fig. 5(a). Camouflaged
contacts are applied in the PDN of that same NAND2X1
gate. As the NMOS locking transistor is shorted to ground
(via CN 2 contact, we omit the locking circuit in Fig. 5(a)).
When the key bit is low, the PMOS is turned on and thus
c17 operates normally. Figure 5(b) shows the impact of key
on the c17 primary outputs and power. The input patterns for
valid and invalid key period are exactly the same. However,
the primary outputs, N22 and N23, yield different values for
invalid and valid key scenarios. The corresponding power
profiles for valid and invalid key periods are also different.
This example demonstrates that the circuit locked by key bits
through PSL indeed alters the primary outputs and power
profile, thus obscuring the 3D circuit if the attacker does not
have the valid key.
We repeated the experiment by replacing PSL with PPL.
The corresponding output signals and power profile are shown
in Fig. 5(c). Compared to Fig. 5(b), the consequence of always
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic for locked c17 circuit, and impact of invalid/valid key on output signals and power of the (b) serial and (c) parallel locked c17.

B. Power Comparison
1) Impact of Different Logic Locking Styles on Power: We
used Cadence Virtuoso Spectre simulator to perform power
consumption comparison among the 3D baseline c432 and its
four locking configurations. Five logic gates were selected
to lock with each locking configuration. We sampled the
power profile with a sampling frequency of 1GHz. Figure 6(a)
shows the differential power between locked and baseline c432
circuits. As shown by this figure, the increase in power consumption due to parallel locking is three orders of magnitude
higher than the increase in power due to serial locking. From
c880 power comparison shown in Fig. 6(b), we can observe a
similar power impact. Thus, in the rest of Section IV-B, we use
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Our simulations in this section is based on our M3D
standard cell library. We used Calibre from Mentor Graphics to perform M3D standard library physical verification
steps, which include design rule check (DRC), layout versus
schematic (LVS) and parasitics extraction (PEX). The Calibre
DRC, LVS and PEX (including MIV parasitic impedances)
rules were modified based on the rule files provided with
FreePDK45 [24]. Library liberty file which contains the timing
and power information for each cell was generated by Cadence
Encounter Library Characterizer. The FreePDK45 technology
was used to develop a library for synthesis and schematic
design of 3D logic cells and four locking circuits. ISCAS’85
benchmark circuits were first synthesized in Synopsys Design
Vision with our 3D library. Next, locking circuit cells were
inserted into the synthesized netlists in the same way shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. Then, the modified netlists were imported
to Cadence Virtuoso for transistor-level simulation. Random
inputs were provided for each benchmark circuit.
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Fig. 6. Differential power between original and locked (a) c432 and (b)
c880 benchmark circuits.

parallel locking, PPL, as an example to further demonstrate
the impact of locking circuits on power.
2) Power Overhead Induced by Locking Circuit: Table III
lists the average power (including dynamic and static power)
consumption for different ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits protected with different locking configurations. Baseline configuration represents no protection. 5-bit locking refers to the
case where five logic gates were randomly chosen and locked
with PPL circuit. Fully locking means locking every gate in
the circuit. wk and ck stand for wrong key and the correct
key, respectively. As indicated in Table III, the use of locking
circuit will increase the power consumption compared to the
baseline circuit. Generally, more gates protected by locking
units will result in a higher power overhead. The configuration
of 5-bit locking wk yields a power overhead over 150%. Fully
locking wk cases lead to more than 3.5⇥ power consumption.
However, if the correct key is applied to the locked circuit, the
power overhead of fully locking ck is much less than the case

TABLE III
P OWER OVERHEAD I NDUCED BY D IFFERENT PPL L OCKING .
(U NIT: W; WK : WRONG KEY APPLIED , CK : CORRECT KEY APPLIED )
c880
(280)
267.2µ
606.2µ
9.802m
301.1µ

c1908
(286)
411.2µ
1.002µ
13.52m
445.5µ

c1355
(391)
605.4µ
966.1µ
10.33m
628.7µ

c6288
(2115)
4.616m
7.251m
16.22m
4.628m

(50.2%)

(12.7%)

(8.3%)

(3.8%)

(0.26%)
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Fig. 8. Impact of locking circuit location on power.
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Fig. 7. Cross-correlation coefficient between the sampled power sequences
of locked circuits with and without correct key.

using a wrong key. As shown in the last row of Table III, the
fully locking ck case increases the average power by 50.2% for
a small circuit c432. However, the power overhead decreases
as the circuit scale increases. The fully locking ck for c6288
only introduces 0.26% power increase over the baseline.
3) Power Cross-Correlation Coefficient: In this subsection,
we zoom in the power consumption to study the cross correlation between the power profiles of the circuit unlocked with
the correct key and one wrong key. If two sampled power
sequences are correlated (i.e. the cross-correlation coefficient
is close to 1 at one of the lag values), the guessed locking
key is close to the correct locking key. We randomly chose
a key sequence for every 100 random input patterns, and
sampled the power sequences for c432, c880, c1355 and
c1908 circuits with the sampling frequency of 1GHz. We
used the crosscorr function in MATLAB to calculate the
cross-correlation coefficient between the power profiles of
the circuits with and without the correct key. As shown in
Fig. 7, the cross-correlation coefficient for different benchmark
circuits with proposed locking circuit is nearly in the range of
+/-0.1. This result indicates that our method is promising to
thwart power-based side-channel attacks, as a minor error on
the key will lead to a significant change on power.
4) Impact of Locking Unit Location on Power: Figure 8
shows the impact of locking unit location on the power consumption of c432. To save hardware cost, one may selectively
lock the circuit with our locking configurations. According to
Fig. 8, even using the same key length, it is necessary to search
for the best location for key insertion to maximize the power
difference between the correct and wrong key scenarios.
C. Hamming Distance of Primary Outputs
Another notable impact of a wrong key on a locked circuit
is malfunction. Hamming distance (HD) is adopted as a metric
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Fig. 9. Hamming distance for the primary outputs of (a) c432 with
correct and incorrect locking key and (b) other benchmark circuits.

to evaluate the difference between the primary outputs from
the circuit unlocked with the valid key and a wrong key. The
ideal output HD is 50% [12], which indicates the maximum
output difference achieved by the locking circuit.
We used c432 as a case study, in which we first randomly
selected two sets of five gates for PPL locking. As shown in
Fig. 9(a), the same key length eventually leads to nearly same
output HD. Then, we extended the key length to 10 bits by
locking five more gates. The output HD is improved to 30%.
When we added the locking circuit to every gate in c432 (i.e.
fully locking), the output HD reaches 42.5%.
We further examined the output HD of other benchmark
circuits. Since the HD is stabilized after 1600 sampling points,
we shorten the simulation time to 1.6µs. The trend of HD
for other circuits is shown in Fig. 9(b). As can be seen, our
method achieves HD in the range of 35.74% to 52.09%, which
approaches to the ideal 50% HD. In future work, we will
exploit the techniques proposed in [12], [16] to improve our
HD.
D. Hardware Cost Comparison
We completed the layout of 3D 2-input NAND (baseline)
and added the proposed locking configurations, respectively.
We used 1.1V VDD, 27 C temperature, typical process corner,
1GHz input switching frequency, and 20ns total simulation
period in our HSPICE simulation. The area, delay, current,
and total power consumption are reported in Table IV. Our
locking circuit increases the layout area by 20% as compared
to the baseline. The delay overhead induced by different
locking configuration is in the range of 5.6% and 21.8%. We
further compared the overhead of our locking method with the

TABLE IV
H ARDWARE C OST AND P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF 3D NAND2
G ATE W / WO P ROPOSED F OUR L OCKING C IRCUITS
Lock Configuration
Layout Area (µm2 )
Gate Delay (ps)
Avg. Current (µA)
Total Power (µW )

Baseline
0.681
9.4841
2.0097
2.2107

PSL
0.8172
11.301
1.7788
1.9567

PPL
0.8172
11.547
2.2283
2.4511

NSL
0.8172
10.018
1.7078
1.8786

NPL
0.8172
10.881
2.1061
2.3167

TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF P ER -G ATE OVERHEAD OVER BASELINE
Methods
XOR-based [13]
LUT-based [18]
Stack-based [20]
Proposed

Delay overhead
247.6%
239.4%
168.4%
21.8%

Power overhead
95.7%
116.0%
39.0%
10.9%

Area overhead
174.1%
289.6%
119.8%
20.0%

Fig. 10. Number of transistors increased by 100%, 50% and 10% locking.

XOR-based [13], LUT-based [18], and stack-based [20] logic
encryption methods in Table V. The overhead of our method
is based on Table IV. The overhead of other NAND gates over
an non-encrypted NAND were calculated based on the results
reported in [20]. As shown in Table V, our method reduces the
gate delay, power, and area overhead by 146.6%, 28.1%, and
99.8%, respectively, than the most efficient locking method.
Moreover, the increase on area and delay for a single logic
cell does not necessarily equal to the same overhead for
the entire circuit under protection. Depending on hardware
budget, a defender can determine the percentage of circuits
for the proposed logic locking. We calculated the number of
transistors that is needed for baseline and 100%, 50%, and
10% PPL locking. As shown in Fig. 10, if we lock 50% of
the logic gates in the circuit, the number of transistors (on
average) will increase by 10.9%. This overhead can be further
reduced to 2.3% if we lock 10% of the target circuit.
V. C ONCLUSION
The emergence of monolithic 3D ICs leads to new security
challenges due to offshore fabrication, untrusted testing and
assembly entities. This work proposes four transistor-level
logic locking circuits, which will cause logic malfunctions
by opening or shorting pull-up or pull-down network if a
wrong locking key is applied. We further exploit contact
camouflaging to thwart image-analysis based reverse engineering, and provide a novel way to lock PMOS or/and NMOS
tiers independently for M3D ICs. HSPICE simulation on 3D
NAND gate (at the layout level) shows that the proposed

locking mechanism reduces the gate delay overhead, power
overhead, and area overhead by 146.6%, 28.1%, and 99.8%,
respectively, than the most efficient logic encryption methods.
The proposed locking circuits have been successfully applied
to ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits. For c6288, the proposed
method increases the average power by only 0.26% than
the baseline. On average, our method increases the transistor
overhead by 21.7%, 10.9% and 2.3% for 100%, 50% and
10% locking, respectively. In future work, we will investigate
methods to maximize Hamming distance while minimizing
lock circuits.
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